The laboratory of Dr. Naoto Kawakami at the Institute of Clinical Neuroimmunology seeks to fill the following position

**PhD Candidate**


For a new project part, we would like to study further interaction and its consequence of encephalitogenic T cells with Blood-brain barrier as well as glial cells by using intravital imaging together with advanced methods of molecular biology. This project will have an anticipated duration of 3-4 years.

Ideal candidates are highly motivated, good team players, and yet capable of working independently. They have a strong interest in basic Neuroimmunology research, and plan an academic carrier. We prefer candidates with basic experience in fluorescence confocal microscopy, experimental animal handling, flow cytometer, and cell culture.

For more detail about the group, please see,

http://ini.klinikum.uni-muenchen.de/kawakami_lab

Please send your complete CV, certificates of university degrees and other relevant transcripts together with letters of recommendation to:

PD Dr. Naoto Kawakami  
Institute of Clinical Neuroimmunology, Biomedical center, LMU Munich  
Grosshadernerstr 9, 82152 Martinsried, Germany  
naoto.kawakami@med.uni-muenchen.de